
 

 

  
Abstract—This paper is about hiding RFID tag identifier (ID) 

using handheld device like a cellular phone. By modifying the tag ID 
of objects periodically or manually using cellular phone built-in a 
RFID reader chip or with a external RFID reader device, we can 
prevent other people from gathering the information related with 
objects querying information server (like an EPC IS) with a tag ID or 
deriving the information from tag ID’s code structure or tracking the 
location of the objects and the owner of the objects. In this paper, we 
use a cryptographic algorithm for modification and restoring of RFID 
tag ID, and for one original tag ID, there are several different 
temporary tag ID, periodically. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
ADIO Frequency Identification (RFID) has emerged in 
order to replace a barcode that has used for the object 

identification so far. Unlike the barcode system, RFID has 
many different advantages: it can have data memory in addition 
to identification data and it can be recognized out-of-sight and   
from a relatively long distance. These features can enable a 
more various type of application service in addition to simple 
identification. For example, it can be inventory management, 
automation of manufacturing process, shipping management, 
animal tracking, container recognition, ticketing service.  

RFID is the core technology for ubiquitous computing 
environment implementation, together with USN (ubiquitous 
sensor network). Currently, there is a new stream, called mobile 
RFID. Korea plays the main role at mobile RFID research and 
development. The mobile RFID is the concept and framework 
that provide end users with a new various services with cellular 
phone built-in RFID tag chip and/or reader chip, over 
telecommunication network.  

RFID system for manufacturing, supply chain management, 
shipping management aims at the automation and the efficiency 
of the business process. At the above application, a security is 
not a main issue. But mobile RFID is a B2C service for end user. 
So it may produce various privacy problems into individual 
person. Privacy issues withhold the prompt and wide spread of 
RFID service.  

This paper is about hiding RFID tag identifier using 
hand-held device like a cellular phone or personal digital 
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assistance. By modifying the tag ID of objects periodically or 
manually using cellular phone built-in a RFID reader chip or 
with a external RFID reader module, we can prevent other 
people from selecting the information related with objects 
querying information server with a tag ID or deriving the 
information from tag ID’s code structure or finding the location 
of the objects and the owner of the objects.  

EPCTM Class-1 Generation-2 UHF (860-960 MHz) 
standard has recently ratified by EPCglobal which is the 
nonprofit organization charged with promoting the adoption of 
Electronic Product Code (EPC) technology. This defines the 
physical and logical requirements for a passive-backscatter, 
Interrogator-talks-first (ITF), radio-frequency identification 
(RFID) system operating in the 860 MHz – 960 MHz frequency 
range. The system comprises Interrogators, also known as 
Readers, and Tags, also known as Labels. An Interrogator 
interacts with a Tag by modulating an RF signal in the 860 
MHz – 960 MHz frequency range. The Tag receives both 
information and operating energy from this RF signal. Tags are 
passive, meaning that they receive all of their operating energy 
from the Interrogator’s RF waveform [1, 2]. 

We present an overview of the Mobile RFID in Korea, and 
shopping server at Mobile RFID environment in section II. In 
section III, we propose Privacy suggestion using mobile phone 
at and we conclude in section IV.  

II. MOBILE RFID 
This paper is focused on the individual privacy issues that 

could occur when he/she buys a RFID tag built-in goods and 
then keeps the goods in the daily life. We provide the 
description of the network architecture for mobile RFID service 
and present on/off shopping process using mobile RFID 
system. And then we provide privacy protection procedure 
including protection of location tracking and unauthorized 
selection of information.  

Mobile RFID is the concept and framework that provide end 
users with a new various services with cellular phone built-in 
RFID tag chip and/or reader chip, over telecommunication 
network. In this paper, mobile RFID environment means that 
mobile RFID devices like mobile (cellular) phone and PDA 
employing cellular network can be used at querying 
information of the consumer product related a tag. The mobile 
RFID devices should have mobile RFID readers which are 
made for them and are, in particular, compliant with EPCTM 
Class-1 Generation-2 UHF (860-960 MHz) standard [18]. That 
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is, Class-1 Generation-2 tags mainly for supply chain are also 
used for consumer products. Thus, any consumer can get 
information of a product with a tag by sending an EPC of the 
tag to an EPC information server with her mobile RFID device 
in this mobile RFID environment. 

Fig. 1 shows mobile RFID service network. The RFID reader 
built-in handheld devices access data network via 
telecommunication network like CDMA, WCDMA, and GSM. 
The system consists of RFID tag built-in objects, RFID reader 
built-in cellular phone, local ODS server, national ODS server, 
OIS server, application server. ODS server provides the 
location of application server or information server. 
Application server or information server provides the contents 
or information related with RFID tag. 

Application 
Server

UHF RF 
Transm ission

National 
ODS Server

Paym ent 
Server

Local ODS 
Server

Cellular Phone
EPC Tag

 
Fig. 1 Mobile RFID Service Network Architecture 

 

The Mobile RFID Service Network consists of four 
fundamental elements: 

 
1) EPC Tag: The EPC is a globally unique serial number that 

identifies an item in the supply chain. This allows 
enquiries to be made about a single instance of an item, 
wherever it is within the supply chain. 

2) Cellular Phone with RFID Reader: cellular phone built-in 
a RFID reader chip or with a external RFID reader device. 
Or cellular phone with RFID Tag. 

3) Mobile RFID Application Server: Mobile RFID 
application Server enables users to exchange RFID 
tag-related data with trading partners through the Mobile 
RFID Network. And application server provides end users 
with a new various services like shopping. 

4) ODS(Object Directory Service) Server: ODS Server 
consists of Local ODS and National ODS[3].RFID 
ODS(Object Directory Service) provides the location of 
server containing product information related to RFID 
Tag by using DNS Technology. ODS Server provide the 
discovery services. The Discovery Services is a suite of 
services that enables users to find data related to a specific 
EPC and to request access to that data. The ODS is one 
component of the Discovery Services. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Shopping Procedure Using Mobile RFID 
 

1. Mobile phone obtains RFID tag ID from RFID tag 
built-in goods.  

2. RFID middleware in the mobile phone send tag ID to 
Local ODS server. Local ODS server translate tag ID  
into URL of application server that provide the 
information and service related tag ID 

3. Mobile phone gets the information of goods and the 
related service. 

4. If user wants to purchase the goods, he/she may buy 
the goods by connecting with the payment system.  

5. Finally, mobile phone obtains the tag’s kill and/or 
access password from application server in order to 
get the access right of RFID tag.  

 

III. PROPOSED PRIVACY SUGGESTION 
In this paper, we assume that RFID tag provide the write lock 

against the tag code memory bank. In case of using of EPC 
Class-1 Generation-2(EPC C1G2) standard, passive tag, 
mobile phone provides write lock and write unlock feature 
against EPC memory bank. The consumer of the goods with 
EPC Gen2 tag should download Access password and store 
mobile phone. By connecting POS system or dedicated device, 
mobile phone can download Access password.  

Fig. 3 shows the modification process and restoration 
process of RFID tag ID. The original tag ID (IDO) at Fig. 3 
applies the specific code standard. Generally, it is the initial tag 
ID written by manufacturer or retailer. Mobile phone makes the 
temporal tag ID (IDE) by using cryptographic algorithm. The 
original tag ID and secret key (K) inside mobile phone is input 
of cryptographic algorithm. Mobile phone rewrites the EPC 
memory bank with the output of cryptographic algorithm. In 
order to make a temporal tag ID continuously into different 
value, we concatenate original tag ID and random number 
(Nonce) and use it as a input of algorithm. Restoration of the 
original tag ID can be derived from the output of the decryption 
algorithm. The input of decryption algorithm is the temporal 
tag ID and secret key stored at mobile phone.  

1. Inventory(Tag ID)

3. Information Query(URL) 

4. Payment Process(Tag ID) 

5. Access Right  

Application Server Payment
Server

Local ODS  
Server 

2. ODS Query(Tag ID) 

Cellular PhoneGen2 Tag
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Fig. 3  Procedure of hiding Original Tag ID 
 
As shown at Fig. 3, the procedure of modification applies the 
following steps. 
 
(1) Mobile phone identifies the original Tag ID (IDO).  
(2) Mobile phone makes the temporal tag ID (IDE).  
(3) Mobile phone unlocks EPC memory bank using Access 

password in order to change the tag ID. 
(4) Mobile phone rewrites the temporal tag ID (IDE) into EPC 

memory bank.  
(5) Mobile phone locks EPC memory bank using Access 

password in order not to allow the attacker to write the 
EPC memory bank on malicious purpose. 

 
Fig. 3 shows how to restore the original tag ID from 

encrypted tag ID, in order to connect the ODS server and 
application server located at the backend. The following steps 
are for it. 

 
(1) Mobile phone identifies the temporal Tag ID (IDE).  
(2) Mobile phone restores the original tag ID (IDO).  
(3) Mobile phone does ODS Query in order to get the URL of 

application server. 
(4) Mobile phone get the service or contents from application 

server  
(5) Mobile phone makes the new temporal tag ID (new IDE).  
(6) Mobile phone unlocks EPC memory bank using Access 

password in order to change the tag ID. 
(7) Mobile phone rewrites the temporal tag ID (new IDE) into 

EPC memory bank.  

(8) Mobile phone locks EPC memory bank using Access 
password in order not to allow the attacker to write the 
EPC memory bank on malicious purpose. 

 
The equation below shows how to create the new tag ID. At 

the start, we obtain the output (IDO||Nonce). Mobile phone 
makes the temporal tag ID (IDE) by using cryptographic 
algorithm. The original tag ID and secret key(K) inside mobile 
phone is input of cryptographic algorithm. 

 
IDE = EK ( IDO||Nonce ) 

EK: encryption algorithm using secret key(K) 

||: concatenation 

K: secret key stored at mobile phone  

IDO  : EPC Code(if tag applies EPC standard) 

IDE  : encrypted EPC Code 

Nonce : Random number 

 
The equation below shows how to restore the tag ID from the 

encrypted tag ID. At the start, we obtain the output 
(IDO||Nonce). In case that the used tag ID applies EPC Code 
data standard, tag ID consists of PC and EPC [1], two part. PC 
is an abbreviation of protocol control bits and we can obtain the 
length of the (PC + EPC) from PC bits. Finally, we can derive 
IDO from IDO||Nonce and we don’t need to remember the 
Nonce.  
 

IDO||Nonce = DK ( IDE ) 

DK   : algorithm using secret key (K) 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The method suggested at this paper is intended to solve the 

following privacy problems:  selecting the information of the 
goods by querying into information server or application server 
by tag ID, inferring the information of the goods based on the 
tag code hierarchy and tracking the location of the RFID tag 
built-in goods or the owner of the goods. From this suggestion, 
we can find the following effect: 

First, because of substituting temporal tag code which 
doesn’t comply with any specific tag code standard for original 
tag code which complies with a specific code standard, we can 
prevent an attacker from inferring the information of the goods 
based on the tag code hierarchy. 

Second, the encrypted tag code is not registered at any ODS 
servers and information servers, application servers, so we can 
prevent an attacker from gathering the information of the goods 
related with RFID tag because that anybody can’t query  to 
ODS server  with encrypted temporal tag code.  

Third, because original tag code is always the same, the 
tracking of tag is possible. Unless encrypted tag code is 
changed, this tag is trackable. In this paper, by modifying the 
tag code of objects periodically or manually using cellular 

1. Inventory(Tag IDO) 

5. Information Query(URL)

2. Unlock(Tag IDO) 
Write(Tag IDE) 
Lock(Tag IDE) 

6. Unlock(old Tag IDO) 
Write(new Tag IDE) 
Lock(new Tag IDE) 

3. Inventory(Tag IDE) 

Restore Tag IDO 

4. ODS Query(Tag IDO) 

Application
Server 

Local ODS 
Server 

Cellular 
Phone 

 

Gen2  
Tag 

Create new Tag IDE 
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phone built-in a RFID reader chip or with an external RFID 
reader device, the temporal tag code is always different. So we 
can prevent tracking the location of the RFID tag built-in goods 
or the owner of the goods. 
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